
Homeschool Audit Workshop Chat Log
Brandy Hi Mystie. :)

Sarah 8, 6, 2, and a newborn! In South Georgia

Kiel Hi, there! Kiel in Illinois

Amber Hi Mystie!

Brandy Yay!!

Kiel My kids are 5 and 1!

Stacey 7, 10, 12 still living at home (17 years homeschooling, but oldest ones are in 20s)

Kelly Joining from MA - homeschooling 7 kids, 13 down to 1

Tara Hello!  My name is Tara and I am in Lubbock Texas. I have three kids ages 6, 9, 11 and we just finished our first year of homeschooling

Virginia Hi. First time trying this.

Susannah 7 children in two-year stair steps from 20 on down to 8. Been homeschooling all the way through, through CC the last 7 years.

Amanda Hi, Amanda from Louisville, KY. I have a 4 and 2 year old and we aren't technically schooling yet, but I'm trying to learn as much as possible.

Stephanie Hi!  From Stephanie in WI :)  11, 7, 4 -- all boys.

Tina hi!

Celeste Trying to catch this in the midst of making dinner! :)

Catherine Catherine DD age 10

Kiel Key then accent on the L :)

Heather Heather from California homeschooling two girls,15 & 9

Tina 7 yr old, just started homeschooling this past Sept

Julia Hi, I'm Julie. My kids who are homeschooled are 8, 10, and 15

Shannon Shannon. Dawson Springs KY, 14 YOG 15 YOB Didn't start homeschooling until they were already in middle school.

Raquel Hi all!  Raquel from Los Angeles here.  Homeschooling mom of 2 kids with special (but different) needs.

Valerie Hello! Valerie in Omaha, NE. 5 kiddos 16 mos to 11 years. Homeschooled all along.

Tina past December

Laurie 2 girls ages 6, and 9

Pam I'm in North GA. My son will be graduating next year. We've homeschooled the whole time.

Wendi Hi!  Wendi from Maryland...14yo, 12 yo and 9 yo...homeschooling for over 10 years

jeanette Hello!  just getting here.  :)

Brandy kee-ELL?

Kiel Lol, thats ok! :)

amber Amber, Denton Tx, 14 and 15 yo daughters

Terri Hello from Richmond, VA!!  :)

Amber I delegated dinner to my kids - we'll see how this goes!  :-)

Celeste :)

Amy Hi! From TN, I have 4 kids - 7, 6, 5, and 1.  Will be homeschooling 3 this year.

Maria Hi! Maria here from Minnesota. 6 yrs, 3 yrs and 9 months - all boys!

Katie Hi, I'm Katie in Atlanta; Kids ages 12,11, 9, 6,4 and expecting!

Anna Anna from Benton City!  Homeschooling 4 kids ages 9-4.

Tristan Hi! 9 kids always homeschooled. Ages 14, 11, 10, 8, 7, 5, 4, 2, and 7 mos.

Michelle Michelle here from Maine

Nicole Hi from MI.  Homeschooling 2 girls 5 and almost 13

jeanette Hello, my kids are 5, 3 and 1.

Shannon It's hot here, so we opted for a cold pasta salad and a fruid salad.  Dishes done and they have books. ;)
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Beth Hi! I'm from Birmingham, AL. My kids are 10, 8, 3, and 16 mo. This will be our seventh year homeschooling.

Anna 1 girl, 4 boys - first high schooler in the fall!

Jen Hi from Tennessee 8 kiddos ages 15-4. Homeschooling since the beginning. :-)

Shannon fruit*  Yeah I'm teaching spelling LOL

Kiel This was our first year homeschooling, so I am looking forward to thinking through the audit questions!

Kortney Hello, hello!  I've got a 9,7, and 3 year old

Annie Annie from MI-4 kids 14,11,7, and 1

Barb Hi fromy Tulsa, OK. Barb my kids are 9, 9, 7, 3 & 7mo

Maria This is our first year homeschooling, too. Kindergarten this year with my oldest who just turned 6.

Allie Hello from GA! My kids are 9, 8, 5, 3, and 1.

jeanette this will be my first official year formally starting in July.  we did homeschool lite this year.  :)

Maria Jeanette, with a new baby in August we did a lite version, as well

jeanette Nice Maria!

Laurie I'm so confused! Lol I have to pause video to make comment. 

Nicole Auld Watching live in Japan

Dianna Kennedy Look at you with your professional mic and wind thingy

Tina lots of playtime

Virginia Japan, very cool!

Susannah Graduating two students!

Brandy Starbucks.

Stephanie Morning time

Maria Reading aloud and play time

Tara improvements between siblings, surviving, and improved motor skills

Kortney Big win--the two year old turning 3 :)

Tristan Making it through the first year of homeschooling high school with sanity intact!

Kate we fell in love with reading aloud and analyzing literature over tea time

Shonda I'll have to watch later.  This is the end of my second year.  I have 2 kids. I think my best thing was reading aloud.

Amanda Brandy, hahaha!

Kelly breaking the morning up with "morning time" at 10am for an hour!

Raquel My kids can label a majority of countries on each continent which they couldn't do when we started.

Joyce Getting more organized with my lesson plans

amber we loved our read aloud selections this year

Terri Circle Time!

Brandy More seriously: taking my youngest off sugar actually made him teachable.

Dianna Kennedy awww ---- Hello to all my pals .... I see Kourtney, Brandy ....

Celeste Increasing my personal schole time -- which translated to the kids too.

Katie Using 6-week semesters worked really well for us; we avoided burnout & bad attitudes!

Heather Reading aloud - kids doing more chores

Leisa Getting started! Poetry tea time and starting to learn Shakespeare with my two 

Raquel Writing

Amanda Backing off of morning time and learning to let my little ones just play - biggest win and biggest struggle!

Laura Morning time. 

Kiel Major love of read aloud time here, leading me to find out more about Charlotte Mason!

Nicole Finished lots of great books

Dianna Kennedy an unexpected diagnosis of dyslexia

Virginia Habits for myself when I'm tired!

Shannon I figured out that whatever control I thought I had was merely an illusion!! 

Susannah Staying on top of the two teen boys.
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Shonda Juggling between 2 kids who didn't really want to do anything I wanted them to do.

Tara struggle:too many doctor appointments, not knowing what I was doing, confusion over methods

Ellen sticking to the schedule

Pam Math teacher for higher math!

Brandy Biggest struggle: Balancing the time between all four students -- first year with 4 students, so...

Joyce Biggest struggle - Distractions

Terri Keeping to a regular routine for our day, and getting chores done.

amber lack of enthusiasm for subjects they don't love

Maria having a baby in August

Laura I cannot get people to stay seated or even in the same room long enough for morning time to work.

Kiel Figuring out that our homeschool group was not working for us

Tina struggling with penmanship

Tristan Biggest struggle: Being consistent with science for the elementary kids.  High schooler we did great, elementary...sigh. Not so much.

Nicole Distractions with little ones, moving to Japan

Kelly French. Blech.

Stephanie MOVING! HA...

Joan Biggest struggle was riding through the 13 year old girl insanity

Pam Burned out teen who needs to prepare for SAT/ACT.

Anne Still no fluent readers here 

Jesse Big win was consistency.  Not being pregnant and having a newborn was a big plus, too. ;-)

Barb Biggest win: new baby in October, tutor to help with reading, finishing strong

Valerie Not planning well/consistently enough...

Heather Struggle - Used to have good morning time, but lost it with move and baby and haven't figured out how to rest abolish. Also, a three year old who disrupts whenever I read aloud

Jesse Homeschooling for 10+ years this year with 6 kids!

Kiel We struggled with a baby turning into a toddler, too. 

Ellen standing desks are awesome!

Amber Win - Steady and consistent progress -- Hardest:  Keeping 1st things 1st and not saying yes to too many things

Kortney @ Anne Reading is a looong road

Nicole Navigating between a 7th grader and preK.

Kiel And handwriting...and, and, and...lol

Sarah We moved and had a baby too Heather! It has been tough

Tara staying seated: playdoh and sitting on yoga balls

Allie big win was using checklists/scheduling. Biggest struggle--my second-grader's reading. And his attitude. And general noise levels with two toddlers.

Celeste Juggling new baby and toddler while trying to make sure I'm giving enough time to my students -- always my biggest challenge!

Shannon Biggest struggle is trying to figure out where to start after kids being in public schooled until middle school.  I am amazed at how much they weren't taught...and many of the blogs and books don't address the ones that are starting later in the game.

Katie Struggle: deciding on some curriculum changes. I'm still not confident about my grammar choice.

Amber Jesse - I hear you!  This was my first year without pregnancy and/or baby ever

Beth win: starting Morning Time. struggle: homeschooling elementary while having a 3yo and 1yo into everything

Nicole homeschooling for 2 yrs children ages are 8, 6, 4, and 2.

Julia I found not making any subject too big and important helps when stalled.  Just do a small bit to start.

Anne Got it!

Jesse Getting the day started and navigating the toddler.

Raquel Got it.

Celeste Yes

Kortney Yes! Got the download

Tina yes

Kiel Download worked for me!

Nicole Yes have it downloaded
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Virginia Downloaded!

Katie Yes, downloaded & printed

Pam Got it, no problem.

Maria downloaded and printed!

Stephanie This worksheet is AMAZING!!

Barb Biggest struggle: new baby, lack of motivation, learners that struggle and need constant help

Terri Got it.

Jesse struggling with materials with my dyslexic boys.

Nicole frozen

Nicole got it  printing now

Amber LOL - love the points!!

Shannon RIGHT!!

Kristy Biggest struggle -- feeling directionless in Language Arts and therefore not being consistent. Struggling with dictation -- my child hates it.

Jesse Laura, I gave up on staying seated for morning time.  Quiet is key.  I bought a bunch of coloring books, play dough, magnetic thinking putty and such to 

Shonda Printed!  Love it!

Kiel I am loving Brandy's series for low-energy moms, speaking of energy! :)

Joan Hubs is working out of town for the next year. So no rest for the weary

Kate can you clarify: add +1 for each thing you're teaching separately

Roseanne What does "teaching separately" mean?

Brandy Hey, thanks, @Kiel!

Heather I'm so glad you put that on there about not having a friend. I never thought of that as a drain, but it definitely makes things harder..

Allie I'd love info on that series, @brandy

Tina I agree Heather

Roseanne I see. Thanks!

Brandy @Allie: http://afterthoughtsblog.net/2016/04/low-energy-moms-guide-homeschooling.html

Maria Me too, @Brandy

Allie thanks!

Amber Such a great series!

Maria got it! Thanks, Brandy.

Jen I'm enjoying that series too :-)

Brandy Which math did you say you were using DVDs for?

Kortney Math-U-See

Amber Math-U-See

Brandy Thanks @Kortney

Tara Math: My older two use teaching textbooks

Jen We love Math U See too!

Virginia We use MUS too! Lifesaver for sure. Mastery based, great math curriculum.

Susannah Love MUS!

Nicole Anyone using MEP with different years?

Jesse I have 2 severely dyslexic kids and one with Type 1 Diabetes.  It was only this year that I really acknowledged that her diagnosis has changed our rhythm and it is one more very serious thing to think about.

Brandy I am @Nicole -- three different years, 4 students, but only teaching twice

Nicole Yes it is!

Raquel Teaching Textbooks worked well for my son!

Kortney @Jesse yes, naming it is so key. < 3

Nicole Oh Brandy your blog is my go to blog SIsta thank you for sharing knowledge and we are AO as well

Amber I am too @Nicole - love it, but it is rather intensive.  Teaching two levels

Nicole I have a yr 1 and yrs 2 for MEP!  So moms is needed often!

Jesse I've jumped on the bright and shiny over the last 10 years, but this year stuck to some tried and true and it's been a huge difference!
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Amber Yes, quite true - I have a y2 and y3 in MEP

Tara tried to learn everything, but really ended up learning nothing

Shannon @Tara...I know right!! 

Tara Shannon :)

Wendi got excited about some new read-alouds...

Tristan These are great questions when figuring out things you may want to do for electives with your high school age kids!  Ex: My high schooler is doing herpetology (study of reptiles), raising them, building habitats, troubleshooting health issues, working with a vet. (This is my 14 year old).

Tara my six year old loved choir this year

Wendi love our co-op...studied poetry writing with my 3rd grader

Maria We took a lot of field trips this year - zoo, plays, museums, we spent 6 weeks on the Alabama coast during February, we read A LOT of stories.

Shannon My two finallly on the last month of school, had to read Up From Slavery and that was the first thing they got excited about!! I didn't have to beg them to finish reading it!!

Maria My boys love inventing with Lego and experimenting in the kitchen

Tara my six year old did not want to learn to read and is still sturggling with it

Maria resistant - handwriting

Allie @Tara, my eight-year-old is struggling too

Shannon Maria, I can send you my son LOL  That child can build a rocket engine and fly it to the moon with legos!!! I look at it and I'm like you want me to build what!?!:?!

Tara Allie- have you found anything that helps?

Joan Ugh, my daughter kept "forgetting" to get her math done and will now spend part of the summer finishing algebra

Shannon Tara and Allie, I have found with mine that if I have the audiobook and the text, it has helped.

Maria Shannon - YES! My oldest has been working on an elaborate vacuum cleaner for the last week. :-)

Allie not yet. We're using Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons, and it's helping. VERY slowly.

Laura reistant- everything except math, pretty much because that's on the computer.

Allie Thanks, @shannon

Kiel Memory work and handwriting were points of resistance for us.

Roseanne my now 10 year old refused to learn to read, despite many efforts to bribe her. she was 8 by the time it all kicked in and now she reads everything in sight. patience, patience, patience!

Terri Six year old resisitant to Math. Stuggled to get it done most days.  :(

Kortney @Wendi  Love that you were writing poems too!

Joan My daughter really didn't read well until she was 8, I find with reading just don't push

Tristan @Tara - my kids like games for reading, we use All About Reading and keep the activity pages in a binder to pull out and play often.

Shellie I haven't found any read aloud that my 7yr girl likes.  She is also a struggling reading.

Tina Maria and Tara - with my 7 yr old, we started having him copy something I wrote, and really concentrate on making it look like what I wrote.  No more than 5 to 15 min at a time

Jesse seriously, my son comes to me with more cool stuff that he finds on YouTube.  It's fascinating.  Also, Julie Bogart has taught me to chill out.  It really does all work out. :-)

Laurie I was too distracted this year. Moved twice. Wasn't sure we picked right curriculum. Ugh! 

Shannon They can hear someone reading it and get interested, because sometimes in their head, they hear monotone and don't realize it is exciting.

Wendi I outsourced a number of subjects for my 12 yo daughter who is very resistant to learning right now...science and writing at co-op, math with teaching textbooks

Kiel I found that we were moving too fast with handwriting, so slowing waaaay down and taking a long break helped a lot.

Tara I want to start audio books, and she is resistant to copy work

Rainie @Joan HAd the same problem with my 7th grader "losing her math book." WE started Aleks online. A life saver! Can't loose it!

Maria We have recently started using All About Reading and really like it. We aren't that far into it, but really like it a lot. It's just hard for me to focus on it with the baby and toddler around. They distract both of us.

Tina Yes Kiel, that's what we learned also

Nicole Im learning slow-steady and consistency is the key to homeschooling and us keeping our sanity. 

Amber Yes, definitely, Nicole!  

Jesse I also learned that I don't love reading aloud, I get too distracted by the antics, but I love listening to audio books with the kids while we all draw/color/play dough.

Terri Amen! Less is definitely more.

Tristan @Maria - I hear you!  I have 9 kids, with a baby, 2 toddlers, clear up to high school.  Just roll with it!

Maria We have only done a few lessons from Right Start, which I recently bought. I'm kind of regretting not going with Math-U-See because it seems to be a bit less teacher intensive.

Tristan I alway say it doesn't matter how a kid is when they learn to read, it matters if they are still reading when they are an adult.

Amber That is so true, Tristan!!

Tara we barely kept afloat, planning/consistency was a huge struggle
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Elizabeth We moved across country~

LaToya I need to start getting up earlier. When I drag all morning it sets a bad tone for the school day

Nicole I think trying to plan too much things at once

Maria Thanks, Tristan. I keep telling myself that. But I'm so tired by lunch that I am done for the day.

Tara unrealistic was a problem too

Brandy Not enough ME to go around

Wendi lots of outside appointments due to health issue we were dealing with

Allie I wrote out our schedule every week instead of monthly/term. Then I could look at the week and adjust accordingly.

Shannon HAHAHA I wish mine would build a vacuum cleaner!! I could at least attempt to use that! (Keep in mind, we are country living people...mudding, hunting, etc.) So he built my daughter her own "9" to match mom's new gun! LOL

Nicole Yes Brandy agreed. I Think that is when we plan too much

Tara Wendi- we are dealing with lots of appointments too.

Amber My daughter takes FOREVER to do the dishes and that pushes back our start to morning time - and I'm really stubborn and am not assigning it to someone else  :-)

Kiel We had a hard time at first figuring out what to do once the baby got mobile, lol.

Celeste Consistency within SUPER flexible margins. :)

Brandy Good point, @Nicole

Laura The major roadblock appears to be housekeeping. And consistency. And getting meals on the table at predictable times.

Michelle What is your excuse when you are just inconsistent WITHOUT small children????

Tristan @Michelle  LOL!  

Julia My 8 yr old is resistant to learning to read but loves math, and drawing!

Susannah I made checklists, but had trouble with accountability when it came to the teens.

Brandy Spreadsheets consistently work awesome for us.

Virginia Yes @Celeste margin, schedule it in!

Nicole I set the time for 20 mins for math, and if we are finished to not time is up and we go to the next thing

Tara We are trying homeschool planet, but I am not sure about it yet

Elizabeth I have the opposite problem.  ADHD son with type A mom.

Terri Hubby works ALOT, and long hours. Getting up and moving in the morning after a long day the day before with little help from dad makes for derailed plans and disorganized days.

Laura I am finding my bullet journal to be the most helpful thing I've tried. That's the only place where I feel like I've made any progress this year.

Maria @Shannon, nice! I'm not sure that I could actually use said vacuum cleaner. it's a bit too complicated for me.

LaToya I didn't have a written plan for the year. I need to do better next year. I am going to use checklist for my 7 year old and my oldest just got his own planner

Brandy Oh yes!

Kortney Weekly checklist handwritten in my calendar

Celeste Working on my average day chart right now, Brandy! :)

Wendi I have a student planner for each of my kiddos...fill it out each day so they know what they need to do

Brandy Good job, @Celeste ;)

Susannah We used CC Challenge Guides as a written plan. 

Amber Brandy's videos are awecome!!  I found them so helpful and we did so well with our weekly schedules this year.

Nicole Yes written. Yes kids knew what was expected daily

Katie I write out the kids' lessons on a weekly sheet & they're expected to do their mostly-independent work first. That helps us get the day started.

Kiel I found I did better with a routine, not schedule, and writing down what we did after the fact rather than before.

Shannon @Amber, my kids are very competitive so I set a timer and challenge them to beat thier previous time for doing the task...

Elizabeth Have a written plan, but just seeing it was overwhelming to my boys.  Work bins / work files helped. 

Virginia And Niccole's videos are great too.

Maria I used Sonlight this year and used their spreadsheets, but didn't write down our language arts and math, so they didn't happen as often as I would have liked.

Tristan My kids get an assignment sheet to check each thing off daily in school work.  They know when they finish their list they are done, so they will get me to come do history, etc, so they can be finished.

Brandy Yes, @Virginia. Nicole is my hero. :)

Jen Our kiddos do have weekly homeschool lists. We keep them digitally since they all have locked down Kindle Fires and that has been a HUGE help.

jeanette my 5 year old told me she's scared of not having time to play with legos and go outside

Shannon I actually PAID for Evernote after one of your emails and now I have totally gotten this schedule thing going on!!! LOL
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Brandy Impervious. I love that word.

jeanette and i'm nervous about them losing free play time.

Susannah The hardest part is that a kid can be sitting over a textbook for an hour and NOT doing the work.

Tara Shannon- i am lost with evernote, any tips?

Katie Yes, pointing out that we almost always finish lessons by lunchtime can be very motivating (ahem, for all of us!)

Nicole Pls share Nicole video

Elizabeth @Susannah YES

Kortney @Brandy can you link to the videos?

Terri Started using Sarah Mackenzie's spiral notebook method for lesson plans. One for Circle Time and one for individual lessons. Loved it! Except, it became more of a record of what we did rather than a plan for what to do. Still working on this. ;)

Brandy I will try, @Kortney! Gimme a sec...

Tina I found starting morning time helped us go straight into lessons time, without dawdling. 

Kortney @Tara Mystie's posts about EV are so helpful :)

Roseanne I love Sarah's spiral notebook. Saved my mind this year!

Maria I am nervous about the lack of free time/play, too

Brandy Here is Nicole's series, and there are a number of videos in there, I think: http://sabbathmoodhomeschool.com/preparing-a-cm-schedule/

Tara thanks Kortney!

Shannon Tara-in what way? 

Kortney Thanks!  I didn't know Nicole's name :)

Anna Good idea, Mystie!

Kortney Just her blog...

Amber Yes, Nicole's video series is so helpful!

Tara I think I am mostly just frustrated  at this point

Nicole Thanks Brandy for Nicole videos

Brandy Here's my video on creating blank templates: http://afterthoughtsblog.net/2015/07/charlotte-mason-homeschool-plannning.html

Virginia Budget Time, loved your posts on that Mystie!

Susannah Dish on Sarah's spiral notebook...

Kortney Love Mystie's idea of welcome the day with music!

Brandy Then, video on using the templates to create schedules: http://afterthoughtsblog.net/2015/07/creating-weekly-schedules-for-the-entire-year-a-planning-post.html

Amber That is so true - that was such a lightbulb moment for me.  10 min or work takes 15 min and so on!

Laura The whole gathering thing is I think the root of a lot of our struggles. There's six children ranging from 2 - 13. And I can pull them together to start things.

Kortney Spiral notebooks: http://amongstlovelythings.com/spiral-notebooks/

Elizabeth I watned to hear more about the morning time.

Kortney yourmorningbasket.com

Terri Thanks, Kortney.  Helped me soooo much!

Amber Yes, trying to collect everyone sometimes makes me want to go hide under the covers  :-D

Susannah Thank you!!

Katie Morning time coincides with a morning snack for them - they eat while I read aloud - so it's EASY to get them all together ;)

Brandy Song is a great idea -- good to have a neutral trigger. :)

Nicole Elizabeth I bet you do morning time. Things you do in the morning like Bible, prayer, and  things you do together 

Maria I love the song idea!

Maria Which song do you use?

Susannah Great idea to start with music!!

Stephanie Song idea--so LOVELY and effective!!  LOVE it!!

Shannon Yes, when Pam did her Confident book, the opening sentence was my AHA moment! 

jeanette i love the song idea

Kortney We are going to try this with a Slugs and Bugs song

Elizabeth LOL @Nicole, we tried.  Before the cross country move. 

Amber Now I heard you say that about the song awhile ago, and why didn
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Amber argh - why didn't I do it??  :-D

Maria It makes sense. I know a lot of waldorf classrooms handle transitions with song. So smart!

Amy @Kortney we are going to do a Slugs and Bugs song, too! 

Nicole Set a timer for each subject!

LaToya Takes forever it seem. I worry what will happen next year when I add in one subject for each of my boys

Stacey Consequence for not making  it to the table on time?

Kortney @Amy Love it!

Maria @Nicole, I like the time. Do you use our phone as a timer?

Shellie should I feel bad if morning time goes so long that I don't always get to the other things?

Laura If you have kids who hate music, how do you handle transitions?

Elizabeth Dawdlers get to get up earlier :D

Nicole Yes I do Maria and everyone hears it

Allie My fourth grader was very slow on math until I let him time himself for each problem.

Terri Things seem to really take a long time and drag on, especially since I have to stop every five seconds to undo whatever the toddler has done!!

Nicole Same here Im setting timer for chores as well

jeanette @Terri that's me too!!

Shannon Tara, that's what made me finally snap and decide it was time to deal with it.  I don't know if we can trade info here or not, but I'd be more than happy to give you my email address if you would like so you can have someone to talk to and know that it's a new day and it's all gonna be ok.

jeanette my 1 year old is a huge distraction and i'm so nervous about really trying to homeschool with her

Kiel Lol, looking for chances to take away computer time!

Joan I have a rising 9th grader that will be taking 3 classes online so that won't work too well

Tara @shannon- That sounds wonderful!

Shannon Our new motto has been it's not how we started this thing, it's how we finish it that matters!

Maria I love the timer idea. I have a good friend who uses her iPhone timer a lot with her kids.

Tina love that, lose electronic time for complaining

Terri Shannon, love that motto!!  :)

Ellen it's EVERYWHERE!!!

Shannon Lear.School@twc.com

Elizabeth The dirty look when my husband finds *another* box of books.

Tara @shannon- Great motto!

Amber Yes!  I want to empty the homeschool room and start over completely!  

Virginia If anyone tells me they need to sharpen their pencil again I might go insane. We are switching to ALL mechanical this coming year.

Shannon HAHAHA Amber!!! My daughter and I had a huge bonfire today doing that very thing!!!

LaToya construction paper is my nemesis right now

Kortney Took the kids year of work to the print shop to be bound.  They are so proud of that body of work.

Susannah YES!!

Tina ugh, we have enough pencils to last a lifetime

Stacey lol, Virginia -- we've been all mechanical pencils for a few years. I highly recommend it!!

Celeste Mechanical pencils, yes.

Brandy We *had* a bookmark problem, but started using Post-It flags -- I think that was your idea, Mystie.

Laura /i tried mechanical. Huge waste of money. They get emptied of lead and then you're back to square one.

Tara we use mechanical pencils and if they want a regular pencil, they are responsible for sharpening them

LaToya I bought my boys those old fashioned pencil boxes. If it doesn't fiti in the box it can't stay in the house

Wendi we use pens a lot...kids loved colored pens

Susan Pencil cup--I sharpen around 24 pencils to start.  If they are dull, put the pencil back upside down and take a sharp one to replace it.

Tristan We keep pencils in a bin and one consequence we use is sending a child to sharpen the pencils.  SO we always had sharpened pencils.

Allie If I could find a pencil sharpener that would last more than a month, I'd be happy!

Ellen I purchased a fancy electric pencil sharpener. I now LOVE sharpening pencils.

Amber That's awesome, Shannon!
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Shannon Laura, dollar general has a new 1.3mm mechanical...they are actually the strength of wood pencils...

Shannon I swear by them now.

Roseanne i bought my sharpener at Costco. if it breaks, no questions asked refund.

Nicole My five yr old can play with an amazing amount of things while I'm otherwise engaged with her older sister.  

Allie Good to know, @Roseanne!

Kortney We keep all our paper in these stacking letter trays on the bookshelf: https://www.amazon.com/Officemate-Side-Letter-Black-21022/dp/B004IVZOBW/ref=sr_1_9?ie=UTF8&qid=1465601875&sr=8-9&keywords=file+stacking

Elizabeth We made a pencil keeper contest.

Laura I just bought a box of the wooden ones at Costco. It wasn't a breakage problem. It was a deconstruction problem.

melanie @elizabeth Tell us about the contest! I'm intrigued

Amber I bought 30 sharpened pencils at the beginning of the year and they go three places when I find them - and surprisingly we still have about 10 of them.  They never figured out how much time they could waste sharpening them, yay!  (maybe that'll be found next year...)

Wendi my husband laughs at my pencil snobbery

Maria We just bought another book shelf to organize our extra books

Tristan My kids each got a backpack with their pencils, books, etc. 

Kiel I need to make toddler busy boxes and bags a priority this summer! Argh!

LaToya Anyone have tips for small spaces? I just moved into a 850 sq ft apt and there''s no storage

Ellen I'm trying to put each subject in its own basket for next year.

Elizabeth @melanie.  Marked each pencil with a child's name.  At the end of the week, whomeever has the same pencil gets a prize.  Extra computer, choose the movie, etc.

Nicole YES! Kids cannot find anything when they need it

Kortney We lost our read aloud book!  Horror!

Shannon LaToya...BE CREATIVE...go verticle...walls are excellent...

melanie @Elizbaeth - great idea!!!

Elizabeth @LaToya IKEA

Maria I keep a couple pencils in each box with my son's work so we always have a few handy

Ellen Over the door racks

Allie LaToya, we don't have a school room. We keep all the school supplies in the coat closet and school in the dining room

Valerie We have cubicles for each kid, helps them mind their own business and each has drawers for supplies, but we fail to regularly purge organize.

Shannon I hang shoe racks like over the door ones on the wall and store stuff in the "cubbies"

Tristan 1200 sq ft for the 11 of us.  Kids keep school things in a backpack.

Maria @Ellen, I started doing the same thing a couple months ago

Shannon My pens and index cards and all that stuff fits EXCELLENT

Elizabeth Pack away what isn't needed that year, but keep an inventory just incase

Jen Yes! Ikea and vertical space! There are great ideas from full time RVing moms on youtube too.

Kortney @Tristan Love the backpack idea!!

LaToya Thanks ladies!

Terri Backpack is a geat idea!!  

Susannah Book Dilemma: Keeping good books for "grazing" without overdoing the book stacks.

Shannon Wow! Wish I could type/spell today!!! And to think I'm teaching these kids!!!

Maria I would like to know about busy bags that my 3 (almost 4) year old can use while I am focusing on my older child

Rainie @Susannah. My downfall too!

Kortney @Maria storybooks on tape have been sooo helpful for our little guy

Elizabeth @Susannah @Rainie We use a library bin.  "Grazing books" are kept there, but rotated.

Jen We are hoping to travel part time eventually and maximizing space is actually one of my favorite things. Kind of like real life Tetris. I've collected a ton of ideas on my Pinterest board here: https://www.pinterest.com/old_paths/rv-and-tiny-house-living/

Maria @susannah I keep a large antique crate filled with books for grazing out in our living room and a similar bin for library books

Maria How do you determine how much time to spend on each subject?

Annie Wish I could see the broadcast and chat at same time

Leisa Keeping all my books organized and actually finding time to read is a struggle

Rainie @Elizabeth Where do you keep the books that are rotated out?

Joan My daughter did not want to ask for help. That is what we are working on, it is okay to ask for help.
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Elizabeth The public library. :D Or I grab a handfull of novels out of the boxes in the garage.

Tina I keep a folder that says "work to be checked"

Shannon @Joan, my daughter had same struggle...

Shannon I have found that by letting her see me find answers and show her that I don't always know the answers...

Leisa I love having a library shelf that changes regularly. All their other books are in their room

Katie One of my children will wait for help but never asks for it!  I ask her why she's just being idle & then discover she's stuck on a word problem or something.

Tina the spiral notebook helps also, a box for a check mark that I've checked the work

Terri Need tighter transitions between activities. That's where alot of my distraction and frustration cones from. 

Amber I have kids who do that too, Katie - so frustrating and such a waste of time

Tina Katie, I'm going through that also.  How to get him to ask for help when he needs it instead of doing nothing

Rainie @Terri. With you there!

Elizabeth Ugh. Yes. Transitions.

Terri Lost lots of time in transitions, for sure!!

Amber Yes, I have one in particular that explodes into goofiness at every transition.  Really trying to work on him with that

Katie @Amber I guess the best thing is REMIND her that she can & should ask, but also be vigilant to keep an eye on her

Ellen my daughter will come over and put her hand on my shoulder or leg. i cover her hand with mine to acknowledge her, then find a pausing point and ask her what she needs.

Tina I set a timer for transitions.  20 min of work, 5 min break.  Do that 3 -4 times then a longer 15 min break

Shannon We have a set time so like the song idea, thing...you have the length of the song to stretch and go get a drink etc.

Terri Amber, I've got the same thing! Circle time silliness every day!!

Shannon We call that "Life Skills Class"

Shannon LOL

Brandy I do a little laundry folding while listening to narrations and it works okay...

Tara @shannon- absolutely!

Ellen i run the dishwasher

Brandy Generally, I am allergic to housework. ;)

Allie Sometimes taking a break makes it SO HARD to get going again!

Maria Agreed, Allie

Elizabeth I run the appliances during quiet time.  The white noises help.

Nicole I try to do housework but limit it to the time the kids are eating lunch but it can spill over which makes afternoon longer.

Terri @Brandy, me too!!  :)

Virginia Train your kids to do most of the housework. Ha!

Amber Yes, laundry folding during narrations and sometimes while overseeing their math work once they supposedly know what they are doing

Tina lol, Virginia'

Brandy ♥ @Terri

Celeste That's what I was going to say, VL! ;)

Allie Yes, Virginia!

Amber So true, Virginia!  My kids are all cleaning right now  :-)

Shannon LOL Virginia...again...they are graded on it...Life Skills! HAHAHA

Virginia =)

Maria My 6 year old puts all of the boys' laundry in the washer and then into the dryer. Such a big win this year.

Celeste My kids fold laundry while I read aloud. ;)  Busy hands make for better listeners, right? :)

Tina I'll be adding that to our list @Shannon,  --- life skills

Virginia Yay Maria!!

Amber Ooh, good idea, Celeste!

Terri @Celeste, that's a great idea!!

Heather Does anyone here know good resources for learning some of these techniques for communicating with our kids?

Brandy Love that book, Mystie!

Celeste I have used that book based on your recommendation and Brandy's and it helped me SO much with my oldest son in particular.
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Maria Who is the author?

Shannon Start with an A...if I have to tell you again or you didn't do your best...then you get a B...if I have to go back a second time...C...after that...now you don't get a grade and you will do it until correct...keep in mind, mine are teens...and we are doing a lot to instill that "spirit of excellence

Katie The Temperament God Gave Your Kids is another one on that topic (from a Catholic perspecitve)

Virginia Can someone write the name of that book down, please?

Tina That's awesome.  We were just discussing the differences in the way we perceive things this morning

Maria https://www.amazon.com/Nurture-Nature-Understand-Childs-Personality/dp/0316845132/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1465602592&sr=8-1&keywords=nurture+by+nature

Brandy It's by Paul Tieger

Shannon and doing all things as if you were doing them for God or ______ insert person that would inspire them to do it properly.

Kortney Is the book maybe called Nurture the Nature?

Virginia Thank you, @Maria and @Brandy

Amber No, I want to have a dictatorship  :-P  Because I know what is best, right??  Ahem.

Shannon BWAHAHAHA Amber!!!

Brandy Ha!

Terri I asked my children if they'd rather have Circle Time in their jammies or get dressed first. They said jammies, and I'm cool with that. As a result, Circle Time is the best time of the day for everyone!  ;)

Maria Oh my, @Amber. I feel the same way. LOL.

Shannon What...people actually get dressed?  LOL  I do well to remember if I got to brush my teeth after making sure they did!!!

Shannon I thought Jammies was the attire of the day!

Terri @Shannon, trust me, some days it's jammies all day!!  :)

Tara Jammies are our uniform

Stephanie Are there any "helps" on how many hours one SHOULD spend "schooling' per day?

Elizabeth @Stephanie See your state laws first.

Shannon *sheepishly looks down at swim suit cause I didn't get a chance to change because I was running behind again!!**

Jen We do that with the bins and it works really well. We have a set of Ikea Expedit shelves and each child has a cubby where their bins and any extra books goi.

Terri @Shannon, I hear that, girl!  ;)

Tristan Hours per day may also be dictated by your state laws.  Ohio doesn't specify number of days, it specifies hours.

Katie We use magazine files from IKEA to hold all our books, sorted either by child or by subject, It keeps the resources in decent shape.

Shannon KY is 177 six hour days...however you break it down.

Stacey ? Do your kids''' bins fit on a bookshelf? I have trouble finding bins that are sturdy, but not too big (like milk crates) or too small.

Rainie Anyone have a good suggestion for helping a kid with attentional struggles? It's been difficult to have enough "quiet" and freedom from distraction for this kid while juggling the others and their needs and interruptions..

Shannon I DO

Shannon LOL

Amber I would do that too!

Tara @Rainie- noise cancelling headphones

Tina NY req 180 days, 900 hrs.  I count EVERYTHING  as school time

Shannon If you learned something new...I round to nearest quarter hour!!! lol

Rainie Excellent idea Tara!> Thanks!

Tristan We use a metal shelving unit and it holds milk crates if you want to use them.

Tara Rainie- you're welcome!

Katie @Rainie, my oldest has Autism & can be overwhelmed when everyone is working together, so sometimes he just has to go to another room or he'll do his independent work after everyone else is done.

Terri Audio books totally count!!!

Jen @stacey he Ikea Kallax (used to be Expedit) works really well. We have Sterilite  bins too  and they also fito on the closetmaid cubicals shelves. Just a tighter fit.

Shannon I made a HUGE wall unit from an old dresser...

Shannon Took the drawers out and mounted them above it on the wall and turned them all different ways...

Tara @Shannon- did you want to keep in contact?

Shannon Amazing!

Tara Thank you!!!!!!!!

Roseanne can someone post a sterilite link please

Elizabeth That's what my husband is for on Friday night, :D
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Brandy Thank you, Mystie, this was fantastic!

Stacey @Jen   thanks for the recommendation!

Michele @Rainie- let that child work different hours- our son was an earlier riser, so we were naturally able to work in the quiet before others began trickling downstairs...

Virginia Thank you, Mystie. Glad to have the download. 

Stephanie Thank you Mystie!! 

Katie Thank you for the download pages & the great discussion, Mystie!

Susannah Thank you, very much!

Elizabeth THank you Mystie!

Shannon Absolutely...I posted my email a while ago...if you missed it, it's Lear.School@twc.com

Julia Thank you!

Rainie Thank you, Mystie!

Terri Thank you, Mystie! This was really fantastic. Love to hear from other mamas as well. Thank you, ladies! :)

Nicole Thank you for this amazing form and all the hard work you put into it!

Jen Thanks Mystie!

Amber I'm looking forward to working through this workbook - today's our last day of school so the timing is perfect!

Roseanne this was amazing! thank you!

Amber Thanks, Mystie!

Brandy http://www.scholesisters.com/join/

Katie It was a pleasure to talk to all of you :)

Tara @Shannon- Thanks! I did miss that.... probably when my kids were trying to dismantle the house

Shannon Thanks Mystie!!! 

Maria Thank you!

Susan Thank you!

Pam Thanks so much!

Shannon Yeah cause it's like bed time here for little people LOL

Katherine Thank you

Kelly Thanks, Mystie! Good stuff, y'all!

Leisa Thank you!

Anne how do you read the chat history?

Elizabeth I just feel like I had a shot of adrenaline for my homeschool.. 

Shannon Anne, I'm just scrolling down...

Shannon Making sure I didn't miss anything.

Jen Here are the bins we have: http://www.walmart.com/ip/Sterilite-Show-Off-Storage-Container-Set-of-6/33706480

Anne I can only scroll a bit and I lose everything prior

Amber I think Mystie will put it out w/ the recording 

Shannon Hmmm...what if you do ctl A and highlight it all to copy/paste?

Stacey Mystie said the chat history would be available as a transcript in a day or two, I think.

Mystie Winckler I'll send a chat log out tomorrow or Monday to everyone and an audio-only version, too!

Terri @Elizabeth, me too. It's easy to feel like you're homeschooling on an island sometimes. It's nice to connect with other moms in the homeschool world. This was much needed for me.

Shannon Or yeah what Amber said LOL

Amber So true, Terri!

Allie Me too, Terri!

Anne perfect. Thanks Mystie

Shannon We literally have NO co-ops or groups here...I was looking on a map thingie they other day and there is literally nothing around here...

Shannon It's all in eastern KY

Stacey @Jen -- love the bins! Do you guys keep the lid on them?

Jen Well. I try, but they end up off more than on :-)

Stacey lol, gotcha.
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Jen Here they are at our old house in the clostemaid shelves:http://www.benotweary.net/2014/09/how-to-homeschool-when-you-cant-get-off_10.html

Amber Anyone have any suggestions for corralling all the 3 dimensional art and projects?

Shannon It was awesome to meet all of y'all.  And anyone that needs encouragement...someone to vent to...or anything at all, feel free to contact me via the email address posted.  That is the ministry God has given me...and I may not know what I'm doing...but we can do it together! ;)  

Maria I understand, @Terri and @Elizabeth I don't have any friends who homeschool and the acquaintances that I have that do have girls or older grade children and are too busy to connect

Jen I have the Ikea shelves now, but now picture :-) 

Shannon Amber...video them and upload then discard. ;)

Jen (no picture)

Amber and break their little hearts??  LOL

Shannon I plan to make a "digital" scrapbook for them to have a DVD of all their projects.

Allie Anyone located around Atlanta? 

Elizabeth @Amber that is what garbage day is for. :D 

Shannon I tell them that they can never get dusty or broken stuck in the digital world.

Amber it is the works in progress that really are accumulating at the moment

Amber Ooh, I like that, Shannon!

Elizabeth @Shannon ok.  You're nicer than I am.  I think I'll steal that one. 

Shannon I also scan their paper work that I plan to save as well so I can trash hard copy...keeps records for state purposes and it will go in their DVD files.

Shannon HAHAHA go for it Elizabeth!! It just comes to me sometimes. ;)  I'm not really that nice either.  

Maria I secretly recycle many of my kids' art projects

Elizabeth @Shannon @Maria, that's why we have early bedtimes right? To make things dissapear in the dark? ;) 

Amber I'm thinking about having some sort of storage spot for the works in progress and supplies and then being ruthless about overflow.  I'm also going to go back to a central table rather than desks because the desks are unusable - they just keep ending up being piling spots.  

Amber Yes, I have secretly recycled as well, and most of the time I don't get caught  :-D

Terri @Elizabeth, that's too funny! The 'project fairy' came in the midle of the night and took it away.  :(
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